Exaflex 6115

Operating table for universal use, especially suitable because of its various position possibilities for the out-patient department, for general surgery and special disciplines and by reasons of relative lightweight and easy dismantling for military use. A wide range of accessories is available for standard and special positioning. As a field operating table it can be dismantled and packed in two aluminium boxes.

DESIGN

- strictly lightweight construction due to use of high-performance aluminium to a high degree (anodizing quality and shock-resistant powder coated)
- other metal parts made of stainless steel
- table top plates made of radiolucent polyamide material
- sliding table top for 230mm makes X-ray possible also in the area of column
- guide angles inside the lateral frames to support the X-ray cassettes
- antistatic, removable cushion made of high-quality foam (thickness 25 mm, piece density 120 kg/m$^3$) waterproof covered with washable chloroprene material which resists all kinds of disinfectants
- high mobility due to big antistatic lockable castors (Ø100mm)

OPERATION

- high operational reliability
- height adjustment by means of maintenance-free pedal controlled hydraulic pump lift
- manual positioning adjustments by means of threaded spindle gearing or gas spring
- extreme easy going table top sliding because of ball-bearing
- high stability also at rough floor due to simple mechanism for levelling the table
- to mount or dismount the table, tools are not necessary
Exaflex 6115

Double joint headrest with wide range adjustment.

Sliding table top for 230mm makes X-ray possible also in the area of column.

High stability due to simple mechanism for levelling the table in combination with the extendable foot frame.

A special accessory for military use is the support for stretchers.

For use of mobile human aid because of its lightweight the operating table can be dismantled for packing and transporting in two aluminium boxes.
STANDARD POSITIONS

STRUMA

GALLBLADDER

KIDNEY

RECTAL SURGERY

MENISCUS

GYNAECOLOGY / UROLOGY
TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS

Height max. 1050mm
Height min. 750mm

Weight: approx. 107kg

MOVEMENTS

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

TRENDELENBURG AND REVERSE TRENDELENBURG

BACK PLATE ADJUSTMENT

LEG PLATE ADJUSTMENT

LATERAL TILT

HEAD PLATE ADJUSTMENT

SLIDING TABLE TOP

OPTION

gallbladder support
Pictures partly with extra accessories!